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Abstract Multi-Access edge computing (MEC) enables less resourceful smart mobile devices (SMDs)
to use computation and memory intensive applications by offloading them to edge servers with tolerant latency, significantly improving the computing
paradigm of SMDs. But, when involving mobility in
MEC, offloading strategy and overhead can be significantly influenced by the movements of SMDs. What s
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more, the movements of SMDs make it harder to deal
with precedence among subtasks. However, to the best
of our knowledge, few articles have studied mobility management in code-oriented partitioning offloading. To give an efficient solution, we propose the
cost-saving offloading policy with mobility prediction
using convex optimization and Lagrangian approach.
Our scheme can help moving SMDs in MEC like
driverless vehicles efficiently complete their tasks and
reveal the impact of task dependency on completion
time. The experimental results show that our algorithm
can achieve at least 12% performance improvement on
average than other three common methods.
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edge computing · Mobility management · Resource
allocation · Task dependency
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Recently, smart mobile devices (SMDs) including
phones, tablets and IoT or driveless vehicles have become
more and more popular because of their convenience
and increased capability, driving many computationintensive and delay-sensitive applications (e.g., interactive online games [1], image and video processing [2],
cloud-like services such as m-health-care [3], and especially some frequent applications like object detection in autonomous driving [2].) However, due to the
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limited resources of SMDs (battery energy, storage
size, and computing capability), users cannot often
get satisfied with the quality of service (QoS). To
handle the explosive computation demands and the
ever-increasing QoS requirements, multi-access edge
computing (MEC) was proposed as one of the most
promising solutions [4].
MEC aims to provide nearby users some cloudlike services with low latency by deploying limited computing and storage resources close to them.
Resource-hungry devices can offload computationintensive jobs to edge servers via wireless access to
release resource tension. Compared with traditional
cloud computing, MEC is closer to users in both network and geographical distances, and thus can greatly
reduce network delay and bandwidth consumption to
improve performance. But, designing a cost-saving
offloading scheme with expected delay is challenging, especially when end devices move across coverage areas of multiple MEC centers carrying directed
acyclic graph (DAG, consists of subtasks from a divisible application and their dependency relationships.)
The reason lies in that movement makes the
device s surrouding keep chaging, and parameters of
MEC servers and network will be changing with it,
which makes SMDs trigger frequent service migration, need remote comunication, or take temporarily
optimal policies. It also makes task dependency harder
to handle. As shown in Fig. 1, task 6 need task 4 s
result to start execution according to task dependency,
while unpredictable service migrations make where to
get the result unknown, e.g., when Car 1 moves from
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Location 1 to 2, Server 4 is also in touch. Car 1 may
suffer a disconnection with server 1 or it may migrate
task 4 to the new server. Task 6 s execution time is
unpredictable for making offloading strategy, until its
completion. Moreover, Car 1 may find that it should
offload task 4 to Server 3 at the beginning because
the uploading rate to Server 3 increases fast when it is
approaching and the whole cost is thus lower than that
of Server 2.
1.2 Related Work
Computation offloading is critical in MEC. It determines computation efficiency and achievable performance [5]. Various computation offloading strategies
have been developed in the literature, and they can be
generally categorized as: delay based offloading [6–
9], energy based offloading [10–13], and offloading based on trade-off between execution delay and
energy consumption [3, 14, 15].
Delay based offloading policies first considered
either network delay [6] or execution delay [7], they
finally aggregated both [8, 9] but failed to be energysaving. Energy based offloading policies aimed to
lower energy consumption [10] or charge SMDs by
acquiring energy from other devices [11]. They further studied the multi-user scenario which involves
channel interference, request collision, and queue
model [12, 13]. More and more researches now target at minimizing execution overhead (a weighted sum
of both execution delay and energy consumption).
In [14], Mao et al. reduced overhead by adjusting

Fig. 1 Mobility management in highly overlapped server coverage areas
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Sun et al. [8]
Multiple SMDs and Multiple Resource-limited MEC servers
Sardellitti et al. [12]Multiple SMDs and Multiple MEC servers
Mao et al. [14]
One SMD and One MEC server
Wang et al. [22]
One SMD and Multiple MEC servers
Xu et al. [23]
One SMD and Multiple Heterogeneous MEC servers
Ding et al. [24]
One SMD and Multiple MEC servers

Environmental characteristic(s)
Schemes

Table 1 Comparisons between proposed algorithm and other offloading schemes

Task dependencyMobility managementObjective(s)
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transmission power and task offloading strategies. In
[3] and [15], like Mao, applications were divided
into a collection of consecutive or independent subtasks, but the authors studied scenarios of multiple
edge servers, which makes offloading problem more
complex because of server selection and switch.
Although the last two algorithms partitioned the applications, they did not investigate code-oriented partitioning
offloading (COPO), i.e., investigate applications that can
be split into subtasks with dependencies. COPO has
been studied in [16–18]. In [16], Yang et al. considered
both the partitioning of computations for multi-users and
the scheduling of offloaded computations on cloud
resources. While lin et al. scheduled tasks on not only
cloud resources but also local cores [17], but they did
not partition the cloud servers into several virtual
machines like Yang. Deng et al. in [18] offered solution for partitioning offloading in cloud-enhanced
small cell networks, an environment more similar to
MEC. All of them studied COPO with resourceful
servers and targeted either delay or energy. Some even
disregard data transferring time or data receiving time.
Ding et al. involved COPO with MEC, but they also
once optimized only one target [19]. What s more,
these researches failed to reveal that SMDs always
weight completion time of some predecessors more
because of task dependency requirements.
Moreover, none of the aforementioned researches have
taken SMDs mobility into account. When involving mobility in MEC, making computation offloading
strategy becomes even harder. There are emerging
some work studying this issue [20–24]. Tarik et al.
in [20] raised service migration policy to cope with
mobility. In [21], Lordan et al. offered a approach
to deal with both mobility and trade-off between
performance and energy. But they are designed for
mobile cloud computing, and can not be well applied
in MEC. Wang et al. delivered a Q-learning based
mobility management policy with partial server-side
information [22]. In [23], Xu et al. also studied the partial information scenario, and they introduced service
migration cost. Ding et al. in [24] developed different service migration strategies depending on mobility
types. But neither did they consider the challenges
mobility brings to COPO (the unpredictable completion time caused by mobility makes static scheduling
policies not applicable for COPO to reduce cost.) nor
did they solve the impact of movements on offloading during data transmission process, i.e., they ignore
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the influence of distances with servers on data uploading rates. They simply use the instant uploading rates
when the task is ready to make offloading policies
(Table 1).

2 System Model and Problem Formulation

1.3 Our Contributions

2.1 Network and Task Model

Although computation offloading and mobility management have been two popular research directions in
edge computing, few articles have considered user mobility in computation offloading, let alone COPO. This article aims to provide a cost-saving offloading strategy for
SMDs represented by driverless vehicles moving in
multi-MEC enabled networks, and show how the strategy help them efficiently complete their computationintensive and delay-sensitive tasks with MEC. The
optimal offloading policy is made by comparing the
execution cost of the tasks executed on different entities. And our policy minimizes execution overhead of
SMDs by controlling the CPU clock frequency and
managing users mobility.
The main contributions and differences of this
paper are listed as follows:

Figure 1 shows our mobile edge environment with
deployment of edge servers owning heterogeneous
network and computing resources. Let M be the number of MEC servers and M = {1, . . . , M} be the
corresponding server set. Especially, 0 represents the
local SMD. The maximum CPU frequency and coverage radius of a server m ∈ M are represented
respectively by Fmax and Occ(m).
SMDs move in the mobile edge environment with
a computing application to be executed locally or
remotely. Each application can be described as a fourtuple D, L, γ , Tmax , where D is the size of input
data, Dmax is the maximum possible size, and L is the
computation workload, that is, how many CPU cycles
are needed to execute the task. γ represents the output of a task, and γk,n indicates the data size that task
n need to receive form its predecessor k  s output, and
Tmax represents the completion deadline. Computing
applications are dynamically divided into N ordered
subtasks, denoted by N = {1, . . . , N}. The dynamic
partitioning method in [25] is adopted in this paper,
and other partitioning methods can also be used [26,
27]. Denote Dn and Ln respectively as the data size
and
 the computation workload
 of subtask n. Use χ =
χn,m |n ∈ N , m ∈ M ∪ {0} ∈ {0, 1}N×(M+1) to
represent task offloading strategy matrix, and χn,m =
1 to indicate that task n is unloaded to server m for
execution.
Dependencies between subtasks can be represented
by a DAG G = (V , E). Each node i ∈ V in
G represents a subtask and a directed edge e(i, j )
indicates the precedence constraint between tasks i
and j such that task j cannot start execution until
its precedent task i completes. Taking face recognition as an example. Face recognition application
is executed in two separate phase: face detection
and face recognition. In detection phase, taking algorithm to narrow the initial set of face location candidates to the final set of detected face locations.
Then the detected face will be compared with template image in a database separately using other
algorithm.

–

–

–

We consider SMDs mobility in computation
offloading stage including data uploading phase.
Using mobility prediction method to avoid disconnection and considering the changes of data
uploading rate caused by movements of SMD.
We formulate the problem into an execution overhead minimization problem under constraints of
completion deadline and task dependency, prove
there exists an optimal solution to the problem,
and reveal how they influence computation completion time.
We characterize the performance of our algorithm,
and demonstrate the impact of mobility and various
parameters on offloading strategy by extensive
experiments. Moreover, the experiments adopt
resource-constraint heterogeneous MEC servers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the system model and formulates the problems mentioned above in Section 2. Then we propose
and describe the corresponding algorithm, a mobilityaware and code-oriented partitioning offloading algorithm (MCPO) in Section 3. In Section 4, some simulation experiments are done to evaluate the algorithm
in this paper. Finally, we carry on a summary to this
article in Section 5.

In this section, we formally formulate our system
model and corresponding optimization problem.
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fm,n indicates CPU frequency that server m can allocate to task n. Especially, f0,n represents local CPU frequency dealing with task n. Distance between entity (local
SMD or MEC servers)
m and m when task n is ready is

denoted by D = dn,m ,m |n ∈ N , m , m ∈ M ∪ {0} .
Since no prior knowledge about the user s trajectory is
needed, the trajectory can be generated by any mobility model such as a random path-point model. For a
task n∈N , when dn,0,m <Occ(m), it can be offloaded
to server m for remote execution. In our work, we
denote A (n)⊆M as the set of available MEC servers
for task n.
2.2 Communication Model
The input data of subtasks should be transmitted to
the chosen edge server for remote execution. Denote
server m ∈ A (n) as the subtask n offloaded to, and
pn as the transmission power. Using the set V =
{vn,m |n ∈ N , m ∈ M } to represent the velocity
the SMD relative to server m when executing task n.
According to the Rayleigh fading channel model [28],
the achievable rate of task n transferred from entity m
to entity m can be given as




G0 (d0 /dis)θ pn
,
R n, m , m = Wm ,m log2 1 +
N0 Wm ,m

(1)

where G0 is the path loss constant, θ is the path loss
index, d0 is reference distance, N0 is the noise power
spectral density of the MEC server receiver, Wm ,m is
the channel bandwidth. dis represents the distance of
the SMD m to edge server m, so, given the speed vn,m ,
dis = dn,m ,m + vn,m t.
2.3 Computation Model
c to represent the completion delay
We use CTnl , CTn,m
of task n executed locally or remotely (running on
l ,TT
the server m), and use ETnl , ETn,m
n,m to represent the local execution delay, remote execution delay
and the transfer time respectively. Next we define the
ready time and Weighted Cost of Energy and Delay
(WCED) for task n.

Definition 1 (Ready Time) The ready time of a task
is defined as the earliest time when all its immediate predecessors have been completed. The formula is
defined as
RTn =

max {CTk },

k∈pred(n)

(2)

where pred(n) represents the set of all predecessors
of task n.
Definition 2 (Weighted Cost of Energy and Delay)
Weighted Cost of Energy and Delay (WCED) is
defined as a weighted sum of energy consumption and
the corresponding completion delay. When the WCED
for performing a task is low, we call it cost-saving. The
WCED of task n can be expressed as
Zn = ωnE En + ωnT CTn ,

(3)

where 0≤ ωnE En ≤ 1 and 0≤ ωnT CTn ≤ 1 represent
the weights of energy consumption and completion
time respectively when making offloading strategy of
task n, and ωnE + ωnT = 1. Devices can set different
weight values to satisfy different types of applications
such as delay-sensitive applications and delay-tolerate
applications.
2.3.1 Local Computing

T
Denote ξ = f0,n , n ∈ N
as the local CPU clock
frequency (GHz) vector. Then the local execution
delay of task n can be represented as
ETnl = Ln /f0,n .

(4)

The energy consumed by the local processing of the
corresponding task is
2
,
Enl = αLn f0,n

(5)

where α is a constant, depending on the effective
optional capacitance of the chip structure. In order to
make the energy consumption
 of the local processing
consistent with that in [29] αf 3 = 0.8w , α = 10−5
in this paper. We can adjust the clock frequency of
CPU chips by using DVFS technology to achieve the
optimal computation time and energy consumption on
mobile devices.
Obviously, the local completion time of task n is
k
l
CTnl = RTn + rtm
 ,m + ETn ,

(6)

k
where rtm
 ,m represents delay for receiving partial
k
result of predecessor k from m . And rtm
=
 ,m


k


γk,m /R n, m , m , especially, rtm ,m = 0 if m = m.
Then the local WCED of task n is

Zn,0 = ωnE Enl + ωnT CTnl .

(7)
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N

2.3.2 Remote Computing


=



With data transmission rate R n, m , m , data transfer
delay can be given as


T Tn,m = Dn /R n, m , m .
(8)

χn,0 ωnE Enl + ωnT CTnl
n=1
M

+

c
c
χn,m ωnE En,m
+ ωnT CTn,m


,

(13)

m=1

Then the corresponding energy consumption is
c
En,m
= T Tn,m pn + Enconst ,

(9)

where Enconst represents the energy consumption that
the SMD contends access channel for uploading task
n (determined by MAC protocol channel contention
time and cloud acceptance control) plus the tail energy
that can keep the channel for some time after data
transmission.
As defined above, the CPU frequency that server m
can allocate to task n is fm,n , so the execution delay
of task n on server m is
c
ETn,m
= Ln /fm,n .

(10)

Then the completion time for task n on server m is
c
k
c
= RTn + T Tn,m + rtm
CTn,m
 ,m + ETn,m .

(11)

Completion time consists of task ready time, data
uploading time, execution delay, and predecessor
results receiving time. Note that because completion
times of n s predecessors are unpredictable, data transmission of task n must begin after their completion.
From (9) and (11), it can be concluded that the
WCED of task n on server m is
c
c
Zn,m = ωnE En,m
+ ωnT CTn,m
.

(12)

We can observe from formula(8) and (9) that low data
transmission rate R n, m , m will lead to long transmission time for offloading input data to the server
and high energy consumption for wireless access. In
this case, computing tasks locally is much better for
mobile devices.
2.4 Problem Formulation
For a given task sequence set N of the application,
the WCED of the application can be calculated as
N

Z=

Zn
n=1
N

M

=

χn,m Zn,m
n=1 m=0

where, both CTnl and Enl are functions of local clock
frequency, while the others are constants. In this paper,
the optimal offloading decision and the optimal CPU
frequency are obtained to reduce the WCED of the
application. Then, the problem that the application has
the lowest WCED and meets the application delay
limit can be expressed as
P :
s.t.

minχ ,ξ

N

n=1 Zn ,

(14)

maxn∈N {CTn } ≤ Tmax ,

(15)

0 ≤ fm,n ≤ Fmax ,

(16)

maxk∈pred(n) CTk ≤ RTn ,

(17)

∀χn,m ∈ {0, 1},

(18)

if χn,m = 1, m ∈ {0} ∪ A (n) ,

(19)

where χ is the task offloading strategy matrix, and
ξ is the local CPU clock frequency vector. The constraint (15) indicates that the maximum completion
time of all subtasks is limited by the specified application completion delay Tmax . The setting of Tmax
depends on the application s delay requirement, i.e.,
the delay-tolerant application can have a high maximum completion time; otherwise, it is best to set
a low maximum completion time. The (16) is the
CPU frequency constraint. The constraint (17) indicates that the start time of the task cannot be earlier
than the completion time of all its predecessors. The
constraint (18) indicates that task n can and must be
offloaded to edge servers for execution or executed
locally. The constraint (19) indicates that task n can
only be offloaded to the servers with which the SMD
has connection or executed locally. While with mobility, A of the SMD is changing along time, so solutions
should be taken to avoid disconnection.
The key challenge to solve the optimization problem P in (14) is that integer constraint χn,m ∈
{0, 1} makes problem P a mixed integer nonlinear
programming problem, which is non-convex and NP
hard in common [30]. To solve the problem, the
binary offloading decision variable is relaxed to a real

(2022) 20:11
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number between 0 and 1, as in literature [31, 32].
To satisfy the constraint (15), we obtain a Lagrangian
function of problem (14),
N

(20)
where CT represents the completion time of the latest completed subtask, and κ is the penalty factor on
the objective function, which makes the function tend
to be optimal under the constraints of time conditions
(15). It is the cost that the algorithm must pay in order
to satisfy the constraints. According to [33], the dual
problem of the original problem (14) is
max min L (κ, ξ, χ) .

(21)

χ ,ξ

Using layering as Optimization Decomposition
(LOD) method to decompose the dual problem (21)
into two-layer structures [33]. LOD can yield an optimal solution for the dual problem (21) and its original
problem (14), which has no duality gap with (21). The
first layer is the internal minimization of (21). The
second layer, external maximization in the equation.

3 MCPO Algorithm
We can see from problem P , each application owns a
completion deadline and its subtasks have dependency
constraints. The system aims to lower the execution
overhead by allocating the subtasks to best performance entity. When involving mobility management,
we adopt a mobility prediction method to eliminate
its impact on COPO and deliver offloading decisions
which is more likely not temporally optimal as shown
in algorithm 1.
3.1 Local Clock Frequency Control
When task n is processed locally, χn,0 = 1, χn,m =
0, m = 0. The local clock frequency f0,n should
satisfy the following WCED minimization formula,
N

χn,0 ωnE Enl + ωnT CTnl
n=1



M

+

χn,m
m=1

(23)

χn,m Zn,m + κ (CT − Tmax ) ,
n=1 m=0

Zn =

min ωnt CTnl + ωnE Enl + κCTnl .
f0,n

M

L (κ, ξ, χ) =

κ

and be bound by the condition (16). (22) is a convex
function of f0,n , and we could rewrite this as

c
ωnE En,m

c
+ ωnT CTn,m

,

(22)

Algorithm 1 MCPO algorithm.
Require: N :the set of N ordered tasks; A (n):the set of
available severs for task n; pred(n):the set of immediate predecessors of task n; D :the set of distances; V :the
set of velocity of the SMD; :an infinitesimal number;
Ensure: {χ , ξ }:optimal clock frequency control and
offloading decision;
1: Initialize:Dn , Ln , ωnE , ωnT , step(x), κ, {f0,n }and iteration index x ← 1;
2: for n = 1 → N do
3:
/*Calculation of ready time*/
4:
if pred(n) == ∅ then
5:
RTn ← 0
6:
else
7:
RTn = maxk∈pred(n) {CTk }
8:
end if
9:
/*Clock frequency control*/
10:
x←1
11:
repeat
l by using (4)–(7)
12:
Compute ETnl , Enl , CTnl , Zn,0
l
l
l
13:
Calculate Cn = zn + κCTn
14:
Compute the clock frequency f0,n by using (25)
15:
Update Lagarangian multipliers κ(x + 1) by
using (31)
16:
x ←x+1
17:
until |κ(x + 1) − κ(x)| <
18:
/*Accurate distance computing*/
19:
x←1
20:
for m = 1 → M do
21:
if m ∈ A (n) then
c
22:
Cn,m
← +∞
23:
end if
24:
Compute T Tn,m by using (8) and (27)
c , ET c , CT c
25:
Compute En,m
n,m
n,m
26:
if dn,m ,m + vn,m T Tn,m > Occ(m) then
c ← CT c + τ
27:
CTn,m
n,m
28:
end if
29:
Compute Zn,m by using (12)
c
c
30:
Calculate Cn,m
= Zn,m + κCTn,m
31:
end for
c }
32:
Cnc ← min{Cn,m
33:
/*Computation offloading selection*/
34:
if Cnc > Cnl then
35:
χn,0 ← 1
36:
else
c } ← 1
37:
χn,argm min {Cn,m
38:
end if
39: end for
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It s not difficult to see that the function is consecutive except for the point f0,n = 0. RTn is a constant
associated only with the completion delay of precursor task, which is known here. Taking the derivative
function, and then setting the derivative to be 0, that is



−1
2
+ RTn + ωnE αLn f0,n
min ωnt + κ Ln f0,n
.

server. The upload
 data size is the integral of upload
rate R n, m , m to time t, then the data upload time
T Tn,m can be calculated by the following formula,


 T Tn,m
G0 (d0 /dis)θ pn
dt=Dn ,
Wm ,m log2 1 +
N0 Wm ,m
0

(24)

where dis = dn,m ,m + vn,m t, and it captures the
distance variation of the SMD during the uploading
time to help calculate a more accurate uploading time,
while dn,m ,m does not. Suppose that the SMD s distances to servers are recorded at set intervals. Given
the set interval
inter and
 distances dis, we can get

t
vn,m
= dis t − dis t−1 /inter. In this way, we can
avoid analysing the concrete mobility model of the
SMD for managing its mobility. However, it is hard to
get accurate T Tn,m directly through (26) via Intergration by Substitution and Part or get an approximation
via various interpolation methods. So the distance dis
is calculated by a number of iterations, the result of
which can be approximately regarded as the average
distance between the SMD and the server during data
uploading time. The calculation steps are as follows:

(26)

f0,n

The value of f0,n that minimizes (23) can be obtained,

ωt + κ
(25)
f0,n = 3 n E .
2ωn α
As you can see, the optimal clock frequency for
processing task n depends on the weight of the
completion time ωnT , the weight of the energy
consumptionωnE , and the lagrangian multiplier κ.
When ωnT and κ increases, i.e., when the system
attaches more importance to the completion time and
the completion deadline constrain, the local frequency
increases. When ωnE increases, the system will pay
more attention to a low energy consumption, so the
frequency decreases.
3.2 More Accurate Data Transmission Delay
We adopt a mobility prediction method to manage
movements of SMDs. During the data uploading
period, if SMD moves at a high speed, it may move
out of the coverage area of some servers, resulting
in disconnection with them. While SMD is near the
center of a server, a small shift can also cause a big
change in the data uploading rate. Therefore, we consider SMDs mobile tendency, i.e., close to or away
from the servers, and capture the variation of the distances to edge servers during the uploading period.
The speed of SMD relative to the server is predicted
by the mobility of the SMD before (the movement of
SMDs has inertia, and its mobility generally changes
little in a short time). To get a more accurate uploading
delay mainly includes two parts: one is considering
the changes of data uploading rate caused by displacements of SMDs during data uploading time; the
other is reducing the possible disconnection caused by
movements of SMDs.
If task n is processed in the cloud, problem P seems
to be a fixed value, which does not change with the
behavior of the SMD, but in fact, the data upload time
is a function of the distance between the SMD and the

Dn V
eL = dn, m , m + 2R(n,m
 ,m) ,



R n, m , m = Wm ,m log2 1 +

G0(d0 /eL)θ pn
N0 Wm ,m

,
(27)

among them, eL is an intermediate variable used to
hold the updated distance of each iteration. After
several iterations, eL obtained approaches the actual
average distance, which is more accurate than the one
when the task is ready, i.e., dn, m , m.
Method to relieve the disconnection problem is to
predict which servers the SMD may lose connection
with. If dn,m ,m + vn,m T Tn,m > Occ(m), we think
the SMD will lose connection with the server m. Add
extra time costs τ to completion times of the task
on those servers, indicating that, in practice, the task
needs to transfer data through core network or perform
service migration, which causes additional overhead.
Then, the completion delay can be compared with that
of other servers.
3.3 Selection Policy
The most important function of computation offloading is to help the SMD decide whether the current
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task should be uploaded to the cloud, and if so, which
server should be selected for offloading. The selection strategy for computation offloading in this paper
is based on the goal of lowering WCED. Local WCED
c
=
can be expressed as, Cnl = Znl + κCTnl . And Cn,m
c
c
Zn,m + κCTn,m represents WCED at each edge server.
So the WCED of remote execution, i.e.,
 the
lowest
c
WCED at all edge servers is, Cnc = min Cn,m
,m ∈
A (n). As a result,

0, Cnc < Cnl ;
χn,0 =
(28)
1, otherwise.
When χn,0 = 1, χn,m = 0, m ∈ A (n). While χn,0 =
0, i.e., Cnc < Cnl , the optimal decision can be gotten
from,

c
minχn,m M
m=1 χn,m Cn,m ,
s.t.
If
j.

c
Cn,j

(18) and (19).
(29)
 c 
= min Cn,m , χn,j = 1, and χn,m = 0, m =

As can be seen from the above formulas of WCED,
the final offloading strategy is related to the local
clock frequency, data transmission power, data upload
speed and the completion delay of precursor tasks.
When the WCED of local execution at the optimal
CPU frequency is lower than the minimum WCED
of all remote execution, the data will be executed
locally. The optimal CPU frequency is determined
by the Lagrange penalty factor, the weight of energy
consumption and the weight of execution delay.
3.4 Update the Lagarangian Multiplier
The outer layer maximization problem in (21) can be
solved by subgradient method. The partial derivative
of (20) with respect to Lagrange multiplier κ is,
∂L (κ, ξ, χ)
(30)
= CT − Tmax ,
∂κ
So for a given set of local clock frequencies, we can
through the following formula to update the Lagrange
multiplier,

+
κ (x + 1)
= κ (x) − step (x) ∂L(κ,ξ,χ)
∂κ
+
= κ (x) − step (x) (Tmax − CT ) , (31)
where the step (x) function is a function of the number of iterations x. In order to ensure that the final
increment of κ is less than an infinite number , i.e.,
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it converges to a certain local maximum value, the
value of step (x) cannot be too large, which will cause
the function to oscillate back and forth around the
maximum value and cannot converge.

4 Experiment Analysis
In this section, a simulation study is carried out to
verify our analysis and evaluate the performance of
the proposed mobility management scheme. To the
best of the authors knowledge, there is little work
studying the problem of code-oriented and cost-saving
offloading when mobile devices move in the highly
overlapped coverage of edge servers. The solution to
this problem requires a combination of computation
offloading strategy and mobility management, which
means considering the mobility of devices in computation offloading phase to avoid frequent service
migration. So, in this case, we re going to use E 2 M 2
[23], another offloading algorithm with mobility management, the delay-optimal algorithm and the energyoptimal algorithm as the comparison algorithms.
E 2 M 2 : the whole trip duration is divided into I
frames, and each frame contains J periods, i.e., T =
I J . Set the weight of energy consumption zero and
reset the weight of delay per frame. In each period, the
weight of energy consumption is calculated according to the energy deficit queue. The server with a
weighted minimum of time delay and energy consumption in each period is selected for offloading.
E 2 M 2 considers SMDs mobility but don t consider
the task dependency.
Delay-optimal: divides the application into a finegrained set of tasks. The task will be offloaded to the
server with the lowest latency or be executed locally
when the local latency is less then the edge cloud.
Energy-optimal: the application is divided into a
fine-grained set of tasks. The task will be offloaded to
the server with the lowest energy consumption or be
executed locally when the energy consumption is less
then the edge cloud.
4.1 Parameter Set Up
Consider a typical mobile user with one SMD moving T time periods (T is unknown, while the value of
each time period is fixed and same) in the network.
This article simulated an 800 m × 800 m square gird
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area with 25 servers. Properties such as server distribution, server performance and coverage radius can be
set arbitrarily according to the real situation. In this
paper, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all
the servers are uniformly distributed in the square grid
region, i.e., each server is located in one small cell s
center, and the grid size is 160 m. Coverage diameter of each server is 250 m. Each time period is 2
minutes. User s application data size is D ∈ [0, 5]
MB and workload is L ∈ [0, 5000] Mega Cycles per
period. The Maximum CPU frequency of all servers
is Fm = 20 GHz, and background load μm ∈ [0, 16]
GHz [23]. For wireless access points, set G0 = −40
db, d0 = 1 m, θ = 4, W = 1 MHz, N0 = −174
dbm/Hz, p = 1 w [14].
4.2 Single Time Period and Multiple Time Period
Results
In this subsection, we will compare the proposed algorithm with E 2 M 2 , the delay-optimal algorithm, and
the energy-optimal algorithm (the last two also adopt
application partitioning technique), to show that our
algorithm is a long-term cost-saving strategy. For a
single time period, we adopted the face recognition
application with a data volume of 2 MB in [34], and
divided the application into a set of 10 task with
certain dependencies, as shown in Fig. 2. The data
size and the CPU Cycles needed of the 10 tasks
follow the gaussian distribution of CN(μ1 , σ12 ) and
CN(μ2 , σ22 ), respectively, where constant μ1 = 200
KB, constant μ2 = 200 Mega Cycles [32], σ1 =
50, σ2 = 20. The energy weight ωE and the time delay
weight ωT were both 0.5. The computation workloads
of multi-period is processed the same as the singleperiod one, which divides the application into a set of
multiple tasks with dependencies in Fig. 2. This paper
takes fifteen time periods, namely T = 15, a certain time span that can reflect the performance of our
algorithm in a long period of time without too much
experimental calculation.
Figure 3 shows the energy consumption and computation delay of the four algorithms in a single time
period. It is not difficult to see from the figure that
the delay-optimal algorithm has the best performance
in computation delay, but its energy consumption is
much higher than other algorithms, which is about
three times of the energy consumption of our algorithm. In contrast, the energy consumption of the

Fig. 2 An example of relationships among the subtasks

energy-optimal algorithm is the lowest, whose computation delay is much higher and just slightly lower than
E 2 M 2 algorithm. The performance of our algorithm is
second only to the energy-optimal algorithm in terms
of energy consumption, and second only to the delayoptimal algorithm in terms of computation delay. Our
algorithm receives the lowest WCED. In addition, the
poor performance of E 2 M 2 in a single period results
from that it focus on the system performance in a
long period and did not adopt partitioning method to
use the parellel processing capability of multiple MEC
servers.
Figure 4 shows the energy consumption and computation delay of each algorithm in fifteen time periods. It can be seen that the delay-optimal algorithm
still performs best in terms of computation delay and
that of our algorithm is slightly higher than the delayoptimal algorithm, but much smaller than the other
two. As for energy consumption, the energy-optimal
algorithm is always the best. Energy consumptions of
our algorithm and the E 2 M 2 algorithm are approaching it sometimes but much higher than it at most time.
It is not difficult to find that our algorithm owns the
lowest WCED in most conditions. The computation
delay of E 2 M 2 algorithm is still very large in multiperiods, because its algorithm only considers to meet
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Fig. 3 Comparison of delay
and energy consumption for
different algorithms in a
single time period

the energy consumption limit in a long time, and also
because it does not divide the application.
4.3 Impact of Weights ωE and ωT
As mentioned before, the dynamic change of the
weights ensure that SMDs can make more cost-saving
offloading decisions which are more in line with the
user s needs and improve the user s satisfaction. In
this subsection, we will discuss the impact of ωE and
ωT on the offloading strategy by comparing the computation delay and energy consumption at different

values of ωE and ωT . As can be seen from Fig. 5, for
certain tasks, its completion time decreases with the
increase of ωT , while its energy consumption is just
the opposite. Its energy consumption went down with
the increase in ωE , and the delay was just the opposite. This is because according to (25), the increase
of ωE will lead to the decrease of the local clock frequency f , which will result in the reduction of energy
consumption. A lower clock frequency means that the
computation delay of local execution increases, resulting in an increase in overall application completion
time. Moreover, the value of WCED is directly related

Fig. 4 Comparison of delay and energy consumption for different algorithms in four time periods
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Fig. 5 Comparison of delay and energy consumption under different values of weights

to ωE and ωT , and WCED is the basic index that determines the offloading strategy. When ωE increases, the
system will pay more attention to energy consumption
cost. And for some other tasks, energy consumption
and delay seems not to have changed significantly with
each change of ωE and ωT . This is because the task
scheduling decision will not change with the weights
change if both the two consecutive offloading decision
have chosen to offload tasks to edge servers. And the
transmission power is a constant, when the channel

state and the server side state changed little, the
task processing delay and energy consumption don t
change.

Fig. 6 Displacements during upload time at different initial
distances to MEC servers when the task is ready. a data size=
0.25MB, the displacement of the SMD under different speeds.

b v=5m/s, the displacement of the SMD under different data
volumes

4.4 The Influence of Mobility
In this subsection,
between data size,
and uploading rate
ment is needed and

we will show the relationship
smart mobile devices’ velocity
to prove our mobility managehelpful for making a cost-saving
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offloading selection, based on experimental results.
We can see form Fig. 6 that when SMDs’ velocities or the datasizes of their subtasks are large, SMDs
can move several meters away from original place
(device s distance offset) during the uploading time.
They might move out of the connected server s coverage, disconnecting with the current server, which
causes service migration or remote communication
to degrade offloading performance. We can also see
from Fig. 6 that, device s distance offset grows faster
and faster as dn,m ,m (distance between local SMD
m and MEC server m when task n is ready) grows
when velocity and datasize are settled. It means that
uploading rate is changing with the distance between
local SMD and MEC server during uploading time,
while this distance is changing with SMDs’ movement. So we designed more complicated calculations
to get an average uploading rate over uploading period
rather than an uploading rate at a time, and then get
a more accurate transmission delay. As you know,
transmission delay is important in selecting the most
cost-saving offloading scheme.
4.5 Impact of Completion Constraint on WCED
In this subsection, we will show the effect of the application completion constraint on the delay and energy
consumption, and illustrate one of the considerations
of our algorithm from the side. As can be seen from
Fig. 7, as the completion limit gradually increases, the
overall WCED of the application further decreases,

Fig. 7 Experimental result of deadline s impact on WCED
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and then starts to level off when the completion constraint reaches 1 second. Because devices can choose
between the cloud and the local to do more cost-saving
offloading options when the completion limit grows.
In other words, tight completion constraint of the
delay-sensitive application forces the SMDs to cost
more, while our algorithm can release this problem to
a certain extent.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of how to realize costsaving computation offloading in MEC is studied
when SMDs carrying DAG move across coverage
areas of multiple MEC centers. We propose a novel
algorithm to help moving SMDs like driverless vehicles in MEC efficiently achieve their tasks. The algorithm with mobility prediction, MCPO, is composed
of three parts: local clock frequency control, accurate
upload delay calculating, and computation offloading
selection, to make the offloading strategy with the
lowest WCED. We find that the computation offloading selection is determined not only by the computation workload of the task, but also by the maximum
completion time of its predecessors, the local CPU
frequency, and the mobility of the SMD. In addition,
it can be observed that the optimal clock frequency
for the SMD to perform the task (making the local
WCED lowest) depends on the balance between completion time and energy consumption, as well as the
penalty factor for the required application completion
time. Finally, through the simulation of actual scenarios, the experimental results show that our MCPO
algorithm can effectively reduce energy consumption,
application computation delay and service migration
frequency by adjusting the local CPU clock frequency
and managing mobility compared with the existing
offloading strategies. This paper is an online algorithm
that uses the current data in reality. We will further
study computation offloading mainly for driverless
vehicles in MEC, offering more efficient offloading
policies based on their particular features like known
trajectory.
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